About Us

What We Do

Why We Do It

Since 2002, Alertus has dedicated itself to creating emergency mass notification
solutions that can be implemented anywhere and activated quickly and effectively.
This commitment has led Alertus to be the industry leader in emergency mass
notification technologies for the last decade.

Alertus has engineered innovative emergency alert systems for various industries and
organizations designed to simplify the complexities of notification. The Alertus System
has been implemented worldwide by more than 2,000 organizations in multiple
industries for a number of emergency situations.
We are committed to providing customizable, scalable, and affordable mass
notification solutions because we know even a few seconds of warning can help save
lives during an emergency. Jason Volk, founder and CEO of Alertus, was a student at
the University of Maryland in 2001 when a F3 tornado ripped through the campus.
There was no warning and two students were killed, dozens of injuries, and millions in
damages. Alertus was then founded and has focused its efforts on developing
life-saving notification solutions ever since.

Alertus Products
Alert Beacon®

VoIP Phone Notification

These wall-mounted appliances flash and
sound to capture attention and display a
customized message about the nature of
the emergency and how to respond

Transform office phones into a unifed
emergency communication system
with audible-visual notifications

Text-to-Speech

Alertus DesktopTM

The Alertus TTS Module is a smart
peripheral device of the Alert
Beacon® that converts text into
intelligible spoken messages
through connected speakers

Activate full screen, quarter/partial
screen and scrolling ticker notifications
to grab the attention of computer users

Mobile App Suite

LED Marquee

End users can receive timely
notifications and send
geo-tagged incident reports

Reach indoor and
outdoor public areas with
emergency notifications or
routine announcements

Application
Server

Panic Buttons

Fire Alarm Interface

Alertus panic buttons provide
immediate easy, one-step emergency
notice activation, wall-mounted,
desktop & USB buttons

Fire panel events can activate the
entire Alertus system to broadcast
messages over multiple
communication paths

Digital Signage/Cable TV Override

Outdoor Notification

Transform digital signage and cable TVs into
intelligent emergency alerting appliances by
displaying scrolling alerts

11720 Beltsville Drive, 9th Floor
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Reach a broad audience over a wide area with
Alertus High Power Speaker Arrays with siren
tones or clear voice messages with Alertus
Text-to-Speech technology

www.alertus.com

+1-202-ALERTUS

info@alertus.com

The Alertus Difference

We are very satisfied with Alertus
and its use on our campus. We
are able to instantly notify
students and employees of
emergencies, etc., through their
cell phones, computers, desktops,
and campus alarm systems.
Steve Evans, Vice President of
Finance and Administration,
Lee College

We were in a staff meeting
and there was a drill. One of
the individuals was able to
activate the whole system
right from his phone.
Brian Muchmore, Director of U of S
Protective Services, University of
Saskatchewan

We ended up selecting the Alertus
Desktop Notification because it’s
the best way to reach all of our
employees in a rapid manner and
then have a logged response
when people acknowledge the
alert.

The Alertus Advantage

Experience

Expertise

Capability

For more than 15 years
Alertus has been an industry
pioneer, engineering
advanced technologies in
unified mass notification
and emergency
communications

Our expertise in both software
and hardware alerting
systems enables us to
engineer solutions that are
interoperable with legacy
systems and hundres of
third-party systems
and services

We serve thousands of
global customers in the
higher education, K-12,
industrial, corporate,
healthcare, government,
and military sectors

Performance

Trusted

Affordable

Our system offers the fastest
and most reliable notification
activation in the industry

Alertus is the trusted solution
for critical infrastructure
across the country, serving
the U.S. Capitol, rail, ports,
airports, power plants, military
bases, and more

Alertus leverages exisiting
infrastructure to deliver a
comprehensive solution at a
fraction of the cost of
conventional systems,
because we believe reliable
notification should be
available to everyone

Year

Protecting

In Over

Customers

2002

MILLIONS

300

2,000+

Founded

Everyday

Cities

Served

Jason Sufka, Security Operations
Supervisor, Hennepin County
Medical Center

2016 Campus Safety BEST Award
Recognizes outstanding security, law
enforcement, emergency management
and safety solutions for K-12 campuses,
institutions of higher education and
healthcare organizations

2016 Future 50 Award
Recognized as one of 50 of
the region’s fastest growing,
mid-sized companies

University Business Readers’
Choice Top Products for 2016
Nominated by higer education
leaders, and recognized for
making a positive difference
on college campuses

